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 ADAPTED CONCERT
EMILI LOSIER- SOPRANO

PHILLIP KLAASSEN- TENOR
JENNA RICHARDS - PIANO

 

What is Opera? 

Opera is a theatrical performance based around music that
features singers. Usually it includes costumes, scenery, acting,
dancing, and an orchestra or pianist. The music is almost
always classical.

Presented in collaboration by Ottawa Chamberfest
and Lotus Centre for Special Music Education 

Thank you for joining us for another adapted concert! Keep reading to learn
more about the composers, and types of music you will hear during the concert. 

 There are also some fun activities for you to try before or after the concert!

https://www.chamberfest.com/artist/emili-losier/
https://www.chamberfest.com/artist/phillip-klaassen/
https://www.chamberfest.com/artist/jenna-richards/


Musical theatre is similar to opera - people sing, act, and dance
out a story. The music can be rap, classical, jazz, pop, or almost
any style, which is a bit different than opera. Originally, people
performed musicals in New York and London, mostly, but now
musical theatre is everywhere. Maybe you’ve seen a musical at
your school, or at the National Arts Centre, or as a movie!
Famous musicals include The Sound of Music, Frozen and many
other Disney movies, and Hamilton.

What is A Musical Theatre? 

Leonard Bernstein
(1918-1990)

Bernstein was born in the United States of
America and lived in New York City most of
his life. He was a conductor, composer,
pianist, author, and humanitarian. He was a
very busy man! He also did a lot of music
education and was known as one of the first
main community music engagers for
symphony music and Broadway – “he made
even the most rigorous elements of
classical music an adventure in which
everyone could join”.



The Watch from Die Fleidermaus
 This song talks about the “tic toc”

sound a watch or clock makes. You
can hear the singers singing “tic toc”
and numbers to represent the hours
as they pass by on a clock. The
composer of this song also shows us
that the ticking of a clock sounds a bit
like a heartbeat. Did you know that
your heart can beat faster or slower
depending on what you’re doing? A
clock always keeps the same amount
of time when it ticks (1 second), but
our hearts beat at different rates. 

10 in the morning
 2 in the afternoon
 8 in the evening

It's Drawing Time!
  

Can you draw watches with
the following times on them

 

 



 

It's Acting Time!
 
 

 Try acting! Here are some suggestions of animals,
things, or ideas you can act out for your family:

  Dog    Bunny   Pigeon   Whale   Tree Train   Airplane      
             A scene from your favourite TV show
 

 

 
  PROGRAM INCLUDES:
 

WEST SIDE STORY EXCERPTS (L. BERNSTEIN)
 

HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=SRB2EYVTSGW
 

THE WATCH SONG FROM DIE FLEDERMAUS (J. STRAUSS)
 

HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=NPFGAKQVNUE
 

I REMEMBER IT WELL FROM GIGI (LERNER AND LOEWE)
 

HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=JPSYJGIUWSA
 

IF I LOVED YOU FROM CAROUSEL (RODGERS AND HAMMERSTEIN II)
 

HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=LMXWEOMXTYG

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=srb2EyvTSGw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPFgAkQVnuE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPsYJgiuwSA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LmxWEoMxTYg

